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Simworx PRO GT V3 Pedals  
 

Simworx Pro GT V3 Pedals are suitable for high-end professional motorsport use. A  durable Pedal design using 12bit USB 
electronics for instant and accurate response. Maximum brake force is 140kgs+. Fully adjustable pedal geometry and pedal force 
with adjustable hydraulic damping on the brake cylinder guarantees correct pedal feel. Laser Cut and CNC machined components 
ensures  tolerances have been optimized in order to eliminate unnecessary play.  This Professional level  pedal set can be used in 
the most demanding environments and is capable of simulating the pedal forces as experienced in V8 Supercars, GT3 and LMP-
cars. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Works vs. Feel 
We continually upgrade our controls to ensure the pedals are robust and give positive feel and feedback. A 12 bit 
resolution USB interface ensures accurate pedal control whilst the unique Hydraulically loaded Load Cell activation system 
enables the braking system to be fully tuned in to your racing style. A load cell works the way it feels. It is measuring force 
(same as a brake) and feels like a brake because it gets harder to get it to "max" due to the  progressive resistance that gets 
harder and harder. The perfect pedal for sim racing is to have hydraulics in the system because that's what real brakes are, 
and in conjunction with the load cell, the force outputs to a 12 bit resolution circuit board for accuracy.  Simworx has also 
introduced a rocker arm that the load cell cylinder system pressures up,  and by introducing variable durometer dampers 
that works against the rocker arm’s action, a very finely tuned end stop feel can easily be attained. In a good race pedal 
system, the pedal barely moves once the pads touch the rotor.  A good racecar brake pedal feels like stepping on a brick 
once full pad pressure has been attained and that is achievable with this system. If that’s not to your liking, you can back it 
off by using the thumb screw and/or interchanging the supplied dampers. Brake feel is very subjective, that’s why all of 
these adjustments have been introduced. 

                        

                        



 

Specifications:- 
 
USB interface –  
 12 Bit resolution LC electronic interface 
 

Pedals – Chrome Moly Aircraft Steel 
   Satin Powdercoat Finish 
   Billet Aluminium Pedal Pads 
   Pedal Pad Mounts adjustable for height, length and angle 
   Stainless Steel Bolts and Nuts 
                  Aluminium Spacers 
                
Mounting Base – 3mm Laser Cut Steel 
                                Alloy Pedal Pivot Mounts 
                       Precision ground Pivot Bolts 
 

Brake System – Load Cell 
  Hydraulic Alloy lined Cylinder 
  200kg rated Load cell 
  Adjustable Rocker Arm Assembly 
  Polyurethane Durometer Rocker Arm Dampers 
  140Kgs+ Brake Loading 
  Adjustable Damper Setting thumb wheel 
  CNC machined alloy Load Cell Housing 
  High tension plated spring with CNC aluminium adjustable collar 
  10mm Rod Ends 
Accelerator –  
  Linear Magnetic Transducer  
  Stainless Steel Sleeved cylinder 
  Variable spring loading return 
  Adjustable CNC Machined Pedal Stop 
  10mm Rod ends 
Clutch –  
  Over Centre Clutch Mechanism 

 

Features – Accelerator 
Smooth, accurate and  adjustable, the throttle pedal gives you excellent control whilst able to adjust the stroke. 
 

Features – Brake 
The three stage brake system consists of an initial coil spring that adjusts pre-load, it simulates the pad to disc gap. The pedal 
firmness is taken up by a hydraulic cylinder activating a 200kg Load Cell, which ultimately loads up a rocker arm where the final 
stiffness and travel is controlled by various density durometer dampers, whose final travel density is controlled by an adjustable 
thumb wheel. Ultimately over 140kgs of force can be applied consistently, more than enough to lock your brakes. Important when 
using muscle memory to improve your braking consistency. 
 

Features - Clutch 
Clutch pedals often get lighter towards the end of their travel due to the action of the pressure plate release. The Simworx  Clutch 
Pedal features an over centre release mechanism that mimics a competition clutch mechanism. The pedal pad is adjustable for 
length, height and angle, giving you infinite position options.. 
 

 
 
  

 


